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They speak that, “hey pretty face, hey puffy coat, red hour, ponytail, puma sneaks, 
Are you ummm 18 yet?” But I speak that Boi if yo’on get yo goof ass out of my face
I speak that Chicago Ganguage My language descends from the motherland 
yeah my roots my tongue only speaks endless cycles of ebonics it slips 
off my tongue as quick as sonic zooming past twisted tongues inflicted 
inflicted dialect showing people when to come correct my ganguage is mostly 
school based 2 steppin up 4 flights but me nd my ganguage go hand nd hand 
Ride or die but the only guns that we got are the ones from carryn’ them heavy 
Ass books The tip of tirade tinted by false parades of triumph slipping 
off my tongue my tongue speaks broken english On baby Fugazi these 
politicians out of pocket my Chicago language consists of Black girls rock 
Nd milly Rock on my Blocks Englewood Yeah I said it Englewood southside but I 
also speak that westside Wooppp I speak that Chicago Ganguage My Ganguage is 
mostly Ltab based YCA tuesdays I speak, “ I want you to make a list of…” I speak 
“No Racists, sexist, Homophobic…” You already know what I speak, I speak that 
Chicago Ganguage my ganguage is mostly Chicago based I speak blue line loose 
squares, squares nd packs sawbuck bud I speak that X49 sockman, I speak 
blue socks, Red socks, green socks, purple socks I got.… socks mannnnn I 
speak code switch From Home to school, school to work to me speaking my 
mind  My language is concise Precisely visualizing vitality me nd my vivid 
vocals or maybe viewpoints of how I speak I walk side by side with 
code switch cause my tongue tries to stray away from confrontation but 
sometimes they be actin like they best friends mann wildn out of order cause 
my chicago language changes the eds in a word to T’s cause sus edges 
are snatchedtt nd my tongue is trained to get me free rides on the CTA seems 
like my Ventra nd Cps are twins cause both they ass underfunded Survival of 
the finnessers  On foe nem but my talk the way I speak, They speak, You 
speak, We speak, My tone, My voice my choice I speak… Do you?
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